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Pashman Stein Walder Hayden is proud to announce that Chambers

USA Guide for 2022 has once again ranked the firm in New Jersey in

Litigation: General Commercial and Litigation: White-Collar Crime &

Government Investigations. In addition, five attorneys are included in

the 2022 Chambers USA Guide: Michael S. Stein, Justin P. Walder,

Joseph A. Hayden, Jr., Aidan P. O’Connor, and Raymond M. Brown

Chambers USA ranks the leading lawyers and law firms across the

United States. Chambers legal rankings are based on in-depth market

analysis and independent research, conducted by their experienced

team of researchers. Below is what the Chambers USA 2022 guide

had to say about Pashman Stein Walder Hayden.

LITIGATION: GENERAL COMMERCIAL 

“What the team is known for

Strong litigation practice with notable strength in securities cases and

other complex commercial disputes. Demonstrates extensive trial

experience in both civil and criminal cases. Also offers a respected

appellate litigation practice.

Notable Practitioners

Michael Stein offers vast experience in civil litigation, spanning breach

of contract disputes and business torts.

"Mike Stein has tremendous client dedication and work ethic, which is

unsurpassed by any others in my experience." "An excellent lawyer

and a very good litigator.””

LITIGATION: WHITE COLLAR CRIMES & GOVERNMENT

INVESTIGATIONS
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“What the team is known for

Pashman Stein Walder Hayden is a top-tier litigation practice, particularly noted for its strength in white-collar criminal

defense proceedings as well as government and internal investigations. The team also impresses in securities cases and

other complex commercial disputes. The firm’s lawyers demonstrate extensive trial experience in both civil and criminal

cases.

Strengths

An interviewee reports: "The team has a wealth of white-collar experience and it is a top-notch firm."

Notable Practitioners

Aidan O’Connor frequently defends individuals accused of fraud and corruption. He handles trials and government

investigations as well as conducting internal investigations.

"Aidan is a smart and experienced attorney who is expert at formulating a strategy to achieve the best possible results

for his clients in every case I have ever worked with him on." "He is a very dedicated litigator, and besides having all the

attributes of an outstanding criminal defense lawyer, he also cares about his clients and treats them like family."

Joseph Hayden is a celebrated criminal defense attorney who acts for clients across the full gamut of white-collar

criminal proceedings.

"He does a brilliant job of molding a team that is deep and experienced, and understands how to work together." "He

has been at the top of the white-collar game in New Jersey for a while." "He is the dean of the defense Bar in New

Jersey. He gets way down to the granular level of a case and his mantra is that you have to know the facts of the case

better than the prosecutor. He gets in the weeds and has mastery of all the details."

Justin Walder has earned an outstanding reputation for his practice in white-collar criminal defense.

"Justin is the gold standard." "A great lawyer."

Raymond Brown has an impressive practice including the defense of politicians accused of corruption. He offers

extensive experience in white-collar criminal defense, including high-stakes trials, internal investigations and compliance

issues.”

About Chambers USA

The Chambers USA guide is published by Chambers & Partners. A description of the selection methodology can be

found here.
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